Privacy Policy

SoCo COVID-19 provides a wellness check for employees and employers to minimize the spread of COVID-19 in the workplace and the community.

- The app does not give medical advice
- No Personally Identifiable Information collected
- No location tracking

PURPOSE

By using this app, you are helping Sonoma County’s Department of Health keep the community safe from COVID-19. You will help give County health officials information they need to make decisions in order for the County to reopen and remain open in a responsible way and work to revitalize our economy and mitigate risk.

FEATURES

This app will help you complete a daily survey of COVID-19 symptoms before going to work. It will also inform you about best practices for hand washing, social distancing, quarantining, monitoring symptoms, and disinfecting surfaces. Finally, it will help you access trusted information and guidance about COVID-19.

INFORMATION SHARING

This app does not collect or store any information that could identify you. It also does not track your location. The app will ask...
Screen yourself for COVID-19 and be safe.

Stay up to date on key COVID-19 news.

Splash Screen
Employee self-check

• The user will see this screen during setup only

• If you don’t see the “Next” button please scroll your screen

• Local COVID-19 news to keep the community up to date.
App setup screen 1

- The employee enters Business zip code
- Employee selects the industry they work in
App setup screen 2

- The employee selects their age range.
Before getting started on the quick survey...

Contact your doctor if you have the following severe symptoms:

- Trouble breathing
- Persistent pain or pressure in chest
- New confusion or inability to stay awake
- Blue lips or face

This is not a complete list. If you think you are experiencing a medical emergency, call your Provider immediately or call 911.

I do not have these symptoms, take survey
First daily question: Identifying contact with a known COVID-19 case
Second daily question: Self-check for qualifying symptoms

• Symptoms can be updated by Public Health Officer

• Top of list: Symptoms have been cleared by Primary Care Provider (PCP)

• Bottom of the list is the option for “No symptoms”
SOCO COVID-19 CHECK

Wellness complete and employee can go to work

Share the following screen with employer
Employee verification screen for their employer

- Verification screen saves Employee and Employer time when employee reports to work.

- Double arrow in right corner of badge window will expand badge for easier viewing.
Employee self-assessment responses indicate further action is necessary before reporting to work.

If symptoms are cleared by primary care provider (PCP), employee can take a new self-assessment and select first option on Symptoms list indicating their symptoms were cleared by PCP.

**Note:** Fever cannot be cleared by Primary Care Provider.